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From earning his black belt in traditional shorin-ryu karate in
Okinawa in just seven months, to fathering kickboxing, to teaching unique advanced combat principles to legions of martial artists
across the world, icon Joe Lewis has profoundly impacted modern
martial arts and the way we practice them. What he’s pioneered and
achieved over his nearly 50-year career made Master Lewis an obvious choice as the recipient of this year’s Maia Lifetime achievement
award at the 2012 MaSuperShow in Las Vegas. For this article, we
asked him to recall four meaningful highlights from his lifetime of
rich martial arts experiences.
The year was 1966 — a time for legends.
James Bond and black belts were so hip even

saw a full-blown international star materialize
out of thin air.

Lewis’ fighting debut was phenomenal for
three reasons: 1) He had never even seen a

Bond had a black belt in judo. The Beatles

At Master Rhee’s high-powered tough-

tournament before and was totally unfamil-

played from every speaker and the Vietnam

guy festival, right smack in the aptly-named

iar with competition rules. 2) Only one single

War was in full force.

“blood-and-guts” era of tournament karate

point was scored on Lewis that day, even

That May, in Washington, D.C., Jhoon Rhee,

competition, there appeared a U.S. Marine

though some of his opponents were national

the Father of American Taekwondo, held his

corporal, a 22-year-old North Carolina farm

champions. 3) He beat every opponent using

prestigious U.S. Nationals karate tournament.

boy who had earned his Okinawan shorin-

just one technique — an unstoppable side

Here occurred the most impressive debut since

ryu black belt in an unprecedented seven

kick that was both lightning-fast and batter-

Bruce Lee, two years earlier, whose sensational

months. The 5’ 11” lion named Joe Lewis

ing-ram brutal.

demonstration at Ed Parker’s Internationals in

came roaring out of nowhere — unherald-

Lewis returned to win Rhee’s tourney

Long Beach, CA, became a memorable land-

ed and overpowering — to dominate both

four more times, and three-peated at Ed

mark for everyone in attendance. In both of

fighting and forms as Grand Champion at

Parker’s even more prestigious venue. He

these tournament settings, startled spectators

this, his first tournament.

also set about collecting five-star tournament
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trophies. It took some 20 years before other

noted sports artist Bob Mueller, recognized

him personally. Those categories are: his early

tournament stars like Steve “Nasty” Anderson

for his portraits of football and hockey sports

karate training in Okinawa; point-fighting;

and Linda Denley in the 1980s won more

legends, and commissioned by Lewis’ veteran

kickboxing; and his relationship with the late,

major American tournaments than Joe Lewis.

black belt student, John Graden.

great Bruce Lee.

That was just the beginning of an extraor-

Lewis’ massive contributions to our pro-

Considering that Joe Lewis, 67, is currently

dinary martial arts career that now spans

fession made him a clear choice to receive

fighting, and winning, the biggest battle of

almost 50 years. During those decades, Lewis

the Martial Arts Industry Association’s 2012

his life — against cancer — it’s presumably a

achieved so much, set so many records and

Lifetime Achievement Award. It will be pre-

fitting time to pose these personal questions.

pioneered so many concepts — in and out of

sented to Lewis at this year’s Martial Arts

His situation has placed the martial arts super-

the fighting ring — that it would take a book

SuperShow on July 1-3 at The Venetian®

star in a very reflective state of mind about his

to cover them all.

Resort Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas.

life in general and his martial arts legacy in

He’s such an icon in our field that, for

Like any other prominent sports celebrity

just one example, his Facebook account was

with decades of media exposure, Lewis always

maxed out with 5,000 names shortly after

gets asked the same questions in interviews

it went active. His achievements inside the

by most magazine reporters. So, we took a

martial arts often got recognized by impor-

different approach for this article. We asked

tant people outside of our field. The artistic

him to define his greatest moments in four

rendition of Lewis’ well-known fighting pose

different categories of his martial arts career

gracing our cover this month was painted by

and what those magic moments meant to

particular these days.

You were a Marine and served among
the very first U.S. troops to be stationed
in Vietnam. Was earning your black belt
in an unheard of seven months your
most memorable moment of your training in Okinawa?
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“I warmed up and trained every night in Okinawa
for three to five hours, and on weekends, two times a
day. I also attended three different [karate] schools on
Saturday and three on Sunday. I might miss a workout, but never a day.”

I warmed up and trained every night in

I don’t often mention this, but I grew up

I was 16 years old [when I first heard

Okinawa for three to five hours, and on week-

getting beat up by my two brothers. We

about the martial arts]. Some street-fighters

ends, two times a day. [When I returned to

were a farming family, a fit family. A mind

in Raleigh, North Carolina, said they got beat

the U.S.,] I attended three different [karate]

in balance with the body is very important

up by a black belt in judo. In the Marines, our

schools on Saturday and three on Sunday. I

to Marines, and strength is very important to

boot-camp judo instructor only taught us for

might miss a workout, but never a day.

me. I love fitness more than martial arts; I’m

No. My [hard] training is.

12 hours. You couldn’t learn anything much,

Once, after some tournament [in the U.S.],

a strength freak! So I’m a fitness-lover, not

but he told me, “I’m trying to get you inter-

the guys wanted to go somewhere, and I said,

[strictly] a martial artist. My warm-up is two

ested [in martial arts].”

“I have to train.” They said, “But Joe, you just

hours long before I start training.

won a tournament!” I laughed and told them,

What’s your greatest point-fighting memory?

In the Marines, I chose to go to Okinawa
to study karate. I heard that that was the

“That wasn’t a workout.”

place to learn. My first instructor was a

I love the Corps still today, more than I love

When I started point-fighting, I had less

tenth-degree red belt [in shobayashi-ryu

being a black belt. [There are] no martial arts

than two years experience in martial arts. I

shorin-ryu karate], Eizo Shimabuku. The

awards [in my home], just Corps emblems,

went to Jhoon Rhee’s tournament in ’66 and

man who promoted me to black belt and

flags from different battlefields, and a framed

’67 and won, with only one point scored on

who gave me my class, my integrity, my

picture of the Iwo Jima flag-raising shot

me, and that was because I didn’t know the

dignity, and my character within the martial

developed by the original photographer. It’s

rules. Not many fighters could score on me.

arts was Kinjo Kinsoku [one of Shimabuku’s

what affects my heart that stays with me.

[Editor’s Note: See the introduction above for

best Okinawan students].

That’s why I train and teach.

more details.]
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“I was three days out of the Marines when I entered
[and won] Jhoon Rhee’s ’66 Championships. The
judges wanted to know why I only used one kick [his
renowned side kick], and I said, ‘Because nobody can
block it.’”
I was three days out of the Marines when
I entered Jhoon Rhee’s ’66 Championships.

West Coast team, Lewis first fought and easily

sport in a live event at the Los Angeles Sports

won his point-fighting bout.

Arena. Lewis had convinced his black belt

The judges wanted to know why I only used

Following the team fights, Lewis donned

student, Tom Tannenbaum, a high-powered

one kick [his renowned side kick], and I said,

boxing gloves and running shoes and defeat-

Universal Television vice president, to secure

“Because nobody can block it.”

ed opponent Greg Baines by 2nd-round KO in

a TV deal to broadcast the sport nationwide.

I noticed, when I was competing, most of

the sport’s inaugural match. It established him

Tannenbaum also bussed in dozens of then

my opponents were four years older than

as the United States Kickboxing Association

prominent TV stars who were on contract

me, so I was three or four years behind when

Heavyweight Champion.

with Universal Studios.

During the match, the ringside announcer

Lewis also recruited karate promoter Mike

passed them [and became a] four-time nation-

coined the word “kickboxer” and the new

Anderson to promote the live event. And, of

al champ, plus [winning] kata, and, really,

sport came to be called “kickboxing.”

course, Lewis added the final key ingredient: He

I started. But within a year and a half, I had

[with] no points [scored] on me.
In ’66, I fought one of Ed Parker’s [kenpo]
guys who had beaten [national champion]
Mike Stone in ’65. He was, like, six-foot-one,
and I won with a side kick in overtime and told
him, “Good defense.” He said my warm-up had
spooked him. He had watched me train like an
Okinawan for a solid hour before our fight.
In 1967 [due to my early tournament victories], I was the first competitor ever to appear
on the cover of Black Belt. Before me, it was
always some great old master.

Lewis retired in 1971, the undisputed U.S.
heavyweight kickboxing champion, his record
an immaculate 10-0 by 10 KOs.
He was to play an even more significant
role three years later. Lewis’ behind-thescenes efforts led to the 1974 creation of the
sport of kickboxing as we know it today.
Both inside and outside the arena, Lewis
provided the essential spark that ignited a
passion within the martial arts community
for a contact sport. Certainly other prominent

agreed to participate as the main-event fighter.
The event drew over 10,000 spectators,
aired twice as a 90-minute national broadcast
on ABC-TV’s Wide World of Entertainment,
and attracted media coverage from major
network sports news, Sports Illustrated and
the Los Angeles Times.
Lewis easily won his bout, via a ridge
hand to the head in the 2nd round to clinch
the Professional Karate Association’s (PKA)
Heavyweight Championship.

American martial artists, such as Bruce Lee,

For these groundbreaking accomplish-

Dr. Maung Gyi, and Count Dante (a.k.a., John

ments, Lewis remains globally respected as the

Keehan), advocated and experimented with

“Father of Modern Kickboxing” and, by suc-

Indisputably, Joe Lewis’ greatest contribu-

full-contact competition before Lewis. But Joe

cession, of the mixed martial arts movement

tion to modern martial arts is his creation

Lewis, and Joe Lewis alone, made it all hap-

that followed it. Without the full-contact

of the sport of kickboxing, which started in

pen. He was the vital ingredient that brought

foundation of kickboxing and kickboxers, and

the U.S. and, ultimately, spread throughout

together nationally-recognized championship

the television visibility the sport and its ath-

the world.

competitors, quality promoters, large audi-

letes received for 19 years, MMA most likely

ences, national print media, and American

would not have started when it did in 1993.

network television coverage.

Joe, what’s your greatest kickboxing memory?

Putting Kickboxing on the Professional
Sports Map

It began when Lewis insisted on fighting
a full-contact match at a team-versus-team
point-fighting tournament, the 1st U.S.

It all came together on September 14,

Professional Karate Team Championships in

1974 when kickboxing (a.k.a., “full-contact

The president of sports at the ABC-TV net-

1970 in Long Beach, CA. As a member of the

karate”) was introduced as a professional

work, John Martin, said he hadn’t put [point]
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NATIoNAL JoE LEwIS DAy
FuND-RAISING CAMPAIGN

At last year’s annual Joe Lewis Fighting System (JLFS)
Research Conference, the executive board passed a
resolution to create National Joe Lewis Day. This initiative
gives martial arts schools an opportunity to honor Joe
Lewis on the week of his birthday, by holding either a Kicka-Thon or Spar-a-Thon fund-raiser.
Lewis’ birthday is March 7th and National Joe Lewis Day
is set for the following Saturday, March 10th. All proceeds
from the events will be allocated to a special fund set up to
help and assist Joe Lewis, as he continues to be treated and
recovers from his brain cancer.
“Joe Lewis Day has been created to help with some of the
huge financial burden that such a serious illness can create,”
says Jim Graden, a 7th-degree master in the JLFS and the
person heading up this initiative.

“Joe Lewis is the smartest and most giving person I have
ever met,” Graden says. “He’s considered by many to be the
greatest American martial arts fighter of the 20th century. Joe
Lewis Day has been created to help a legend who has inspired
multiple generations of thousands of martial artists.”
Special prizes have been created for the students who
participate and the schools that sponsor the fundraisers.
Every person who raises $50 or more will be given a
personalized, signed photo of Joe Lewis. The top three
schools that raise the most money will win free entry
into the 2012 Joe Lewis Research Conference, to be held
in Tampa, FL, later this year. Plus, they’ll receive special
recognition at the awards banquet.
To participate in National Joe Lewis Day, please go
to joelewisfightingsystems.com or contact Jim Graden
directly at (727) 418-4882 or jimgraden@yahoo.com.
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karate on the Wide World of Sports for years

you really love doing for yourself. You’re not

times in 1967 before finally losing to him in

because they thought it was nonsense. But

thinking about anybody or anything else.

1968. Norris’ big break in Hollywood — as

he said ABC had been following my career.

You’re not making any evaluations about

Bruce Lee’s opponent in the Roman Coliseum

He said, “Wherever you fight, Joe, if it’s full-

what you’re doing. You’re not thinking about

finale to The Way of the Dragon — was a

contact, we’ll put it on the air.”

achieving any goals, but you are enjoying

career-making role originally intended for

So, at that time, I was the only person in the

sharing something with yourself. You have

Lewis, Joe says.

country who could put karate on national TV.

that innate feeling that it’s right, that it’s life-

I came out of retirement for the PKA

centered, and that it’s productive.

Over the years, his public thought of Joe
Lewis, too, as custom-made for movie star-

Championships in 1974 because I, again, had

The fact that someone else enjoys it, or

dom. Certainly, something more than his

a chance to put the sport in the limelight

wants to pay you for it, or wants to say that

signature side kick gathered autograph-seek-

and to get it credible recognition. I won the

it’s the best in the world, that’s all extra. But

ers around this body-builder with a hero’s

world full-contact karate title. And the PKA

that’s not success.

physique, movie-star good looks and great

[To answer your question,] I finally got

hair. He even made the cover of Playgirl

around the world.

recognized [as a credible world kickboxing

magazine in 1975. To put it simply, he had the

What did that degree of success mean
to you?

champion] and that’s all I wanted.

“it” factor that Hollywood adores — the big-

Championships aired in about 40 countries

Enter the Dragon, for Real!

Country singer Willie Nelson once said

A citation framed on his wall names Joe

in an interview, “I’ve always been a success

Lewis as “by far the greatest fighter in mar-

because I’ve always done what I’ve always

tial arts,” and is signed by none other than

loved.” That’s my definition, too: Doing what

Chuck Norris, who out-pointed Lewis two

time charisma that makes people feel your
presence when you enter a room.
Starting in 1967, Lewis began training privately with Bruce Lee. But Lewis lost that
famous movie role cited above to Norris
because, he admits, he and Bruce had a falling
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out. The two men were reportedly never close

footwork rhythms, slipping punches, or head

I would always ask him to do things. I

friends. Hyper-perfectionists rarely possess

weaving. He wanted me to change [to his way

would press his buttons. I knew he liked to

easy gifts of quick intimacy. They appeared to

of thinking] and to appreciate that he had

show off and loved to entertain people. So

be inspirational examples to each other of just

something to offer [me].

I’d say it in such as way that he’d be proud

how good the competition really was.

The thing I liked most about Bruce Lee

to perform.

At the time, Lewis was the quiet, self-edu-

was his boyish qualities. He was fun to be

So I said, “Okay, Bruce, let me see you do

cated, real-deal ring warrior with a coveted

around. There was an energy that came from

some of those flying kicks. Some tornado kicks.”

Greek-godlike physique and bone-crushing

him. When you were in his presence, you felt

I’d never seen any of those in Chinese styles.

power. Lee was the college-educated, vocif-

ignited. You felt charged.

So, here we were wearing suits and ties,

erous showman with a brilliant intellect and

I remember he used to like to draw. He

coming out of a restaurant after eating and

laser-like speed. Ambitious Bruce sought

was a very gifted and talented artist. And

it’s nighttime. That’s not the time to start

recognition and fame; reserved Joe sought

for some strange reason, people don’t know

jumping around in public, right?

self-fulfillment and intellectual growth. Each

that about him, just as they don’t know that

had something important to give the other,

Bruce replied, “Are you kidding!?” Then

about me. It’s something that we had in

but in that process something apparently

he starts flying through the air, doing these

common, that passion for the aesthetic, the

went awry and they eventually clashed.

incredibly perfect, broad-angle, 360-degree

beauty in the universe.

turns in midair — like a ballet dancer perform-

Nevertheless, each went on to impact the

Bruce always played it [his artistic tal-

martial arts in particular and the masses in

ent] down. He took it for granted just like I

had them all linked together [nicely].

general in their own unique ways. In our indus-

took the physical thing for granted. Muscular

try, we recognize them as two of the greatest

development was something that just came

American martial artists of the 20th century.

[naturally] to me. But he was all hooked up

What’s the most meaningful thing
you learned from Bruce?

You had a mutually-respectful but nevertheless hot-and-cold relationship with
Bruce Lee. How did you two meet and
what’s your fondest memory with him?

in the physical [culture], trying to develop

One day in early 1966, I was leaving the
offices of Black Belt magazine, and this little
Chinese guy ran outside and caught up with
me in the parking lot. I didn’t recognize him.
I never watched TV in the Marines, and I only
saw three movies during my entire enlistment.
Anyway, he showed me moves and talked for
30 minutes. I was [honestly] bored to death,
but polite and didn’t walk away.
That’s how Bruce acted. You walked into his
house [and the] first thing he’d say is, “Watch
me!” Or he’d ask you to feel his muscles. Or
he’d throw some new kick or demonstrate

muscles like I had. [Because of my physique]
he was always asking me questions like, “How
do you develop this muscle or that muscle?”
I remember one time, he and Lew Alcindor
[who later changed his name to Kareem

ing these kicks! It was almost like a kata; he

He taught me how to relate to someone I
respect. Bruce was four years older than me.
The jump I had on him was the weight training. But he was strong, too, for a guy his size.
Herb Borkland is a veteran black belt and
martial arts writer living in Columbia, Maryland.

Abdul-Jabbar and became the pro basket-

Movie producer Paul Maslak and stunt

ball superstar] and I went downtown to

coordinator James Lew are filmmakers in Los

Chinatown to eat. Bruce was always doing

Angeles, California.

what I called “cutting the monkey” [joking

To learn more about how hundreds of

around]. That doesn’t mean misbehaving; it

other industry leaders, especially successful

just means expressing yourself in a very free

school owners, both large and small, visit the

way. And he’d get very childlike.

Martial Arts Industry Association’s website at

We came out of the restaurant and he was

www.masuccess.com. Through this constantly-

wearing a suit and a tie. He started jumping

enhanced website, members can access a

around in the parking lot, doing these wing

massive amount of useful information on just

chun [kung fu] forms.

about any topic from A to Z.

Meet Joe Lewis,
recipient of MAiA’s 2012

Lifetime Achievement Award
at the Martial Arts SuperShow, July 1-3, 2012.

For information on speakers and events at the Show, and to
register, visit www.MASuperShow.com or call (866) 626-6226

TM
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